ACM SIGPLAN Conference on Systems, Programming, Languages and Applications: Software for Humanity (SPLASH)

OOPSLA: Novel research on software development and programming
Onward!: Radical new ideas and visions related to programming and software
SPLASH-I: World class speakers on current topics in software, systems, and languages research
SPLASH-E: Researchers and educators share educational results, ideas, and challenges
DLS: Dynamic languages, implementations, and applications
GPCE: Generative programming: concepts and experiences
SLE: Principles of software language design, implementation, and evolution

SPLASH General Chair: Eelco Visser
OOPSLA Papers: Yannis Smaragdakis
OOPSLA Artifacts: Michael Bond, Michael Hind
Onward! Papers: Emerson Murphy-Hill
Onward! Essays: Crista Lopes
SPLASH-I: Eelco Visser, Tijs van der Storm
SPLASH-E: Matthias Hauswirth, Steve Blackburn
DLS: Roberto Ierusalimsky
Workshops: Craig Anslow, Jan Rellermeyer

SLE GC: Tijs van der Storm
SLE Papers: Emilie Balland, Daniel Varro
GPCE GC: Bernd Fisher
GPCE Papers: Ina Schaefer
Student Research Competition: Sam Guyer, Patrick Lam
Posters: Jeff Huang, Sebastian Erdweg
Publications: Alex Potanin
Publicity and Web: Tijs van der Storm, Ron Garcia
Student Volunteers: Daco Harkes